
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But if you ___________ to have been bitten by an overwhelming passion,
you _____________ a thousand arguments in favor of yielding-as women do
when they are in love.

1.

(happen) (find)

happened
would find

You ____________________ it if she _______ to prefer me.2.
(not/recover) (be)

could not recover were

She knew they ______________________ if she _________, and she did
not want to talk.
3.

(stop/and/talk) (wait)
would stop and talk waited

If I ______, I ________________ here; and stay I shall.4. (be) (not/stay)was wouldn't stay

____________________ his life if she _______ away?5.
(how/he/bear/?) (go)

How could he bear went

If the princess ______________ us, I __________________ of the wounds
of the soldiers, who do not belong to me.
6.

(not/pay) (not/think)
did not pay could not think

If you _______ me, it ____________.7. (lose) (die)lost would die

We ______________ business with you if you __________.8.
(not/do) (not/be)

wouldn't do weren't

No one ______________ to us if she ______ back again.9. (speak) (be)would speak was

_______________________ him again if he ______?10.
(she/ever/trust/?) (do)

Would she ever trust did

She was bent on going, and I was afraid she _____________ fits, or do
something dreadful, if I ______________ her have her way.
11.

(have) (not/let)
would have

did not let

Jacqueline ______________________ an insult if she ______ it.12.
(not/recognize) (see)

would not recognize saw

________________ it a secret if he _______?13. (he/keep/?) (know)Would he keep knew

If she _______________ them a little, they _____________ her!14.
(not/hurt) (hurt)

did not hurt would hurt
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You ______________ it more easily if it ______.15. (fight) (be)could fight was

He __________________ if he _____________ her.16.
(passive/hang) (encourage)

would be hanged encouraged

We _________________ the thinking closer if we _________.17.
(not/pack) (wish)

could not pack wished

If we ______________ you, I ________________ to think of going.18.
(not/have) (not/dare)

didn't have wouldn't dare

If an Injun ________ for one, they ______________ the shell at his head,
and call him a dog.
19.

(ask) (throw)
asked would throw

They said they _______________ to us if they ________ anything.20.
(return) (find)

would return found
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